Two victories raise diamond mark to 6-6

Under the leadership of the bench, the varsity baseball team raised its New England record to a respectable 6-6 last week. Behind the strong-armed pitching of Al Dopol and Dizzy Holcum the Engineers beat Northeastern and Bates.

In the Northeastern game the club found itself trailing 1-0 in the bottom of the seventh when bondie old-pro Bill Pierce came to bat. Pierce, in his first starting assignment since his knee operation last summer, found himself at the plate with runners on first and second and one out. The "Little Bear," as he is known, hit the second pitch to deep left-center to drive in the tying run and keep the team in the game.

In the meantime, "Big Al" played his usual beautiful inning, allowing only four hits and striking out three. Meanwhile, an eleventh Gary Williams relieved, and after allowing the first two men to reach base, was able to force three pop outs. So entering the top of the ninth the game was tied 1-1.

Leading off the eleventh Bob Button got a lead-off walk. After an out, Rich Roy walked to load the bases. Bob Dressen came to the plate, and once again did his thing. He hit a weak grounder to short. But the shortstop threw wild to the plate, scoring the run and keeping the bases loaded. At this moment the bench once again became energy, as Rich Roy caught the ball and Rick Charpie hit a single to left scoring Weisthaar and Roy.

In the all-hit DeAngelo led off with a walk and, after a force at second, Ken Weisshaar reached base on an error. Then with Al Lau at the plate, scoring the run and keeping the bases loaded. At this moment the bench once again became energy, as Rich Roy caught the ball and Rick Charpie hit a single to left scoring Weisthaar and Roy.
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